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 psd, photo, animation, cartoon, a short clip, or you can even import any of your project files and begin to create your own video! It is an open-source project and is free to use. ## Features * You can trim the loop from video and export the result into a video file. * You can automatically change the filename of the video, so that you can use it for YouTube and other video websites. * You can mix the
video with the existing sound with trimming the sound. * Export the trimmed video into MP4 format. * Your project files are independent from the platform. ## Usage 1. Download the **coub** and extract the files. 2. Download the video file you want to trim. 3. Run the **coub**. 4. Input the trimmed video file and the output file to export. 5. Input the audio file and the output file to mix. 6. Select

the thumbnail view or landscape view. 7. Adjust the video effect, adjust the audio effect, or select the video effect. ## Installation 1. Download **coub** from [ 2. Install **coub** by dragging **coub** folder to the **Applications** folder. 3. Run **coub**. ## Compatibility * Windows 7/8/10/Server 2008/2012/2016. * MacOSX 10.6.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10. * Linux: Ubuntu 12.04, 14.04, 16.04,
18.04, 20.04, Ubuntu 16.10. ## Supported File Format **Supported file format:** - png(8-bit grayscale or 16-bit grayscale) - jpeg(8-bit grayscale or 16-bit grayscale) - bmp(8-bit grayscale or 16-bit grayscale) - gif - mp3 (except mp3 format) - ogg - webm (except mp4) - wav - raw(You must trim the raw file or import a.raw file from your computer.) ## Project files 82157476af
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